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Abstract: The energy efficiency of the enhanced geothermal system (EGS) measures the economic
value of the heat production and electricity generation, and it is a key indicator of system production
performance. Presently there is no systematic study on the influence of well layout on the system
energy efficiency. In this work we numerically analyzed the main factors affecting the energy
efficiency of EGS using the TOUGH2-EOS1 codes at Gonghe Basin geothermal field, Qinghai province.
The results show that for the reservoirs of the same size, the electric power of the three horizontal
well system is higher than that of the five vertical well system, and the electric power of the five
vertical well system is higher than that of the three vertical well system. The energy efficiency of the
three horizontal well system is higher than that of the five vertical well system and the three vertical
well system. The reservoir impedance of the three horizontal well system is lower than that of the
three vertical well system, and the reservoir impedance of the three vertical well system is lower
than that of the five vertical system. The sensitivity analysis shows that well spacing has an obvious
impact on the electricity production performance; decreasing well spacing will reduce the electric
power, reduce the energy efficiency and only have very slight influence on the reservoir impedance.
Fracture spacing has an obvious impact on the electricity production performance; increasing fracture
spacing will reduce the electric power and reduce the energy efficiency. Fracture permeability has
an obvious impact on the electricity production performance; increasing fracture permeability will
improve the energy efficiency and reduce the reservoir impedance.

Keywords: energy efficiency; horizontal well; enhanced geothermal system; well layout; vertical well

1. Introduction
1.1. Background

Enhanced geothermal systems employ artificial circulating water or CO2 to extract
heat from subsurface fractured hot dry rock (HDR) at depths of 3~10 km, and the produced
heat is mainly used for electricity generation [1]. The EGS resource is more stable and
concentrated, and very suitable for producing base-load electric power with nearly no
pollution emission and a high utilization efficiency [1–3]. In China, the total EGS resource
reserve within 3–10 km depths amounts to 20.90 M EJ; if 2% is taken as the recoverable frac-
tion, the recoverable EGS resource amounts to 4400 times total annual energy consumption
in 2010 [4].

Study on the performance analysis of the EGS can provide guidance for optimization
design of the power plant, thus the performance analysis is a key problem for research,
development and design of EGS power plant [1]. There are mainly two methods to
research the performance of EGS: field test and numerical simulation [1]. The field test
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of EGS originates from the pioneering Fenton Hill test conducted by the Los Alamos
National Laboratory in USA in 1974. Later, industrial field tests of EGS were successively
conducted in the UK, Germany, France and Japan, and important progress has been made
from different aspects [1]. Presently there are four main sites, which are doing the EGS
field test all over the world. (1) Soultz in France: The test began in 1987 and has been
conducted up to now. Presently the Soultz EGS adopts three vertical wells of 5 km depth to
extract the geothermal heat, and the surface power station uses the ORC (Organic Rankine
Cycle) system at a capacity of 1.5 MWe. The Soultz EGS starts to generate electricity from
June 2008 [5]. (2) Desert Peak in USA: Well 27–15 was originally drilled to about 1771 m,
and the final injectivity qualifies it as commercial injector [6]. (3) Landau in Germany:
The Landau commercial power plant is based on a multi-horizon-concept, and it aims
to produce hot water from a fault system in the Buntsandstein, Perm and the granitic
basement. It is able to deliver about 3 MWe and about 4 MWth [7]. (4) Cooper Basin in
Australia: The injection well of Habanero-1 was drilled to the depth of 4421 m in 2003; later,
the production well of Habanero-2 was drilled to 4358 m depth in 2004 [1]. The important
information about the mentioned EGS projects are listed in Table 1.

Table 1. Important ongoing EGS fields all over the world [1,5–7].

Project Name Location Reservoir
Temperature (◦C) Reservoir Depth (km) Well Design Generating

Capacity (MWe)

Soultz EGS France 200 5 Three vertical wells 1.5
Desert Peak EGS USA 210 1.771 Two vertical wells 1.7

Landau EGS Germany 160 2.1~2.2 Two vertical wells 3
Cooper Basin Australia 250 4 Two vertical wells 6

Field testing of EGS is time-consuming, very difficult and expensive, while numerical
simulation is very fast, quite easy and cheap, with the numerical simulation studies of
EGS reservoirs having achieved important progress recently [8–12]. The fractured EGS
reservoir is not only a heat storage, but also a heat exchanger; the numerical simulation
of EGS reservoir mainly concerns two aspects: fluid flow and heat transfer. In the aspect
of fluid flow, the representation method of the fracture system in the fractured reservoir
is mainly concerned. The common used methods for fracture representation include two
types [13–15]. The DFN method analyzes the fracture spacing, aperture and orientation
to establish a fracture network model [13–15]. In the aspect of heat transfer, based on the
number of equations describing the temperature field of fluid and solid rock, the models
include the local thermodynamic equilibrium (LTE) type and the local thermodynamic
non-equilibrium (LTNE) type [16]. The LTE model assumes that the thermodynamic equi-
librium between water and rock can be quickly established, and only uses one equation to
describe the temperature field of rock and water. The LTNE model regards the temperature
difference between the water and rock, and uses two different equations to describe the
temperature field of rock and water, respectively [16–18].

The EPM method is mainly used when the fracture spacing is small [8–12]. Zeng et al.
adopted the EPM method to analyze the heat production performance of EGSs via two
horizontal wells and a single vertical fracture and found that using two horizontal wells
can obtain better performance, while using a single vertical fracture can only obtain poor
performance [13,14]. Zeng et al. used the EPM method to analyze the electricity generation
performance of EGSs via a single horizontal well [15], multi vertical wells [19], multi hori-
zontal wells [20] and a single vertical well [21]. Zeng et al. used the EPM method to analyze
the factors affecting heat production of EGS reservoirs [2] and ranked the relative impor-
tance of the factors through orthogonal experimental design [22]. Watanabe et al. employed
the EPM approach to conduct an uncertainty analysis of thermo-hydro-mechanical coupled
processes based on the EGS data from the Urach Spa and Falkenberg sites in Germany [23].
McDermott et al. utilized the EPM to research impacts of the coupling interaction among
hydrologic-thermal-mechanical-chemical processes on production performance of EGS [24].
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Birdsell et al. adopted the EPM to establish a three-dimensional model, and it is used to
predict long-term performance [25,26]. Hu et al. used the EPM method to establish a novel
fully coupled fluid flow and geomechanical model of TOUGH2-EGS [27].

When the average fracture spacing is larger than 10 m, the temperature difference
between water and rock must be considered, thus the DPM or MINC method is more
reasonable [8–12]. Sanyal et al. used the DPM method to analyze the electricity production
prospects from EGSs based on the geological data at Desert Peak geothermal field, and
found that increasing permeability without increasing matrix-to-fracture heat transfer area
has little effect in heat recovery [28]. Gelet et al. established a thermo-hydro-mechanical
coupled model based on the DPM method and analyzed the impacts of fracture spacing on
the heat production performance of EGS [29–32]. Benato et al. employed the DPM simulator
TFReact to study the mechanisms affecting permeability evolution [6]. Pruress et al.
used the MINC method to study the heat production performance of CO2 EGS [33,34].
Spycher et al. adopted the MINC method to establish a phase-partitioning model for
CO2-Brine mixtures and employed this novel model to study the production performance
of a CO2 EGS [35,36]. Zeng et al. used the MINC method to study the electricity generation
potential from fractured granite reservoir at Yangbajing geothermal field [37,38].

If the data of reservoir fracture orientation and spacing are available, we can use the
DFN model [8–12]. Kolditz et al. used the DFN method to study heat transfer characteristics
during water circulating through fractured rock in Rosemanowes [39–43]. Baujard et al.
employed the DFN method to analyze the influence of fluid density on the stimulated
volume and pressure distribution in the Soultz EGS reservoir [44–46].

Recently, the development and application of the LTNE models in modeling EGS
reservoirs are increasing. Shaik et al. established an LTNE model for modeling heat
extraction in fractured geothermal reservoirs considering characteristic properties of frac-
tures [16]. Jiang et al. carefully considered the LNTE effect in the EGS reservoirs, and
regarding the dense fracture network as an equivalent porous media they established a
LNTE model for the subsurface heat exchange [17,18]. Gelet et al. and Sun et al. consid-
ered the LNTE effect in their newly built DPM and DFN model, respectively [30,31,46,47].
Chen et al. employed the LNTE model to analyze the heat production performance of EGS
reservoirs, and they made many important progress [47–49]. Cao et al. used the LNTE
model to investigate the variable thermophysical properties of heat transfer fluid and the
thermal-hydraulic-mechanical processes in EGS reservoirs [50,51].

Though the numerical modeling of EGS reservoirs have attained great progress, most
models only consider the change of production temperature and thermal power versus
time, and the change of system energy efficiency versus time is not included. The energy
efficiency of EGS is defined as the ratio of produced electric power to internally consumed
power, it determines the commercial value of development of EGS reservoirs, and it is also
the most important parameter measuring the electricity generation performance [2]. Based
on the previous studies, in this work we define and deduce the computational formula of
the energy efficiency of EGS, and carefully analyze the influence of well layout, fracture
spacing and permeability on the system energy efficiency. These will provide guidance for
future improving the energy efficiency of EGSs.

1.2. Research Objectives

Previous studies have proven that, via two horizontal wells at the Gonghe Basin
geothermal field, the system can attain electric power of 3.59–3.05 MW and an energy
efficiency of 62.4–31.0 during 30 years [38]. This has laid a good foundation for future
development of EGS resources here. The research objectives of this work are to systemati-
cally analyze the numerous factors affecting the electricity generation performance of EGS,
especially the well layout, to find the main approaches to improve the energy efficiency,
and to raise methods to optimize the system performance.

The novelty of this work mainly lies in two features: first, we used the MINC method
to characterize the fracture system; second, we analyzed the affecting factors of the energy
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efficiency from two aspects of well layout and fracture spacing and permeability, and the
analyses are more systematic and profound.

2. Numerical Method
2.1. Physical Model

In order to analyze the impact of well layout on the production performance of EGS,
in this study we consider heat mining schemes via vertical wells and horizontal wells,
respectively. For vertical well systems, we consider three vertical wells and five vertical
wells (an injector at the center and four production wells at corners of a square), respectively,
as shown in Figure 1. For horizontal well systems, we consider the three horizontal wells
(an injector at bottom flanked by two production well at top on each side), as shown in
Figure 2. We mainly investigate the energy efficiency of the three systems, and analyze the
influence of well spacing, fracture spacing and permeability on the energy efficiency. The
gray areas in Figures 1 and 2 show the computational domain because of symmetry.
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In order to reduce reservoir impedance and water loss [2], the production well is
maintained against a constant backpressure, and the bottom hole pressure Ppro at the
production well is maintained constant via a downhole pump. An injection pump is
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installed on the ground, and the injection rate q is kept unchanged. This kind of water
circulating method accords with the requirement of long term production of EGS [2].
Ignoring the water loss in the reservoir, the production rate qpro equals to the injection rate
qinj: qinj = qpro = q. The water circulation rate q depends on the injection pressure Pinj at the
bottom of the injection well, and it rises with increasing injection pressure. According to
the experience of oil and gas industry, Pinj must be lower than the minimum formation
principal stress. In this study we assume that Pinj be kept lower than an upper limit Pmax:

Pinj < Pmax (1)

where Pmax = f PW0; f = 1.2 is a safety factor, and PW0 is the initial formation pressure at
the wellbore [13].

2.2. Mathematical Model

In this study, we employed the TOUGH2-EOS1 codes to solve the mathematical
models corresponding to the above conceptual models [52]. The corresponding governing
equations are listed in the user’s manual of the TOUGH2, which we did not repeat here [52].
The comparison with the experimental and analytical results proves that the computational
results of the TOUGH2 are accurate and reliable [52]; accordingly, these codes have been
widely used in the simulation of heat mining. Below we will deduce the computational
formula of energy efficiency of the EGS, and this is the core content of this work.

If the water circulation rate of an EGS is q, the injection specific enthalpy is hinj, the
production specific enthalpy is hpro, then for the system the thermal power can be calculated
as (2):

Wh = q(hpro − hinj) (2)

If the heat rejection temperature of the EGS power plant is To, and the production
temperature at the wellhead of the production well is Tpro, then the fraction fR is (3)
according to the second law of thermodynamics:

fR = 1 − T0

Tpro
(3)

The electric power We is (4) [2]:

We = 0.45 fRWh = 0.45q(hpro − hinj)(1 −
To

Tpro
) (4)

The internal energy consumption Wp = Wp1 + Wp2, includes Wp1 and Wp2 [13,14]:

Wp1
q(Pinj − ρgh1)

ρηp
(5)

Wp2 =
q(ρgh2 − Ppro

)
ρηp

(6)

where h1 is the depth of the injection well, h2 is the depth of production well, and ηp = 80%
is the pump efficiency [13,14]. Consequently the internal energy consumption Wp is (7):

Wp = Wp1 + Wp2 =
q(Pinj − Ppro

)
− ρqg(h1 − h2)

ρηp
(7)

The energy efficiency η can be calculated as Equation (8):

η =
We

Wp
=

0.45ρηp(hpro − hinj)(1 − To/Tpro)

(Pinj − Ppro
)
−ρg(h1 − h2)

(8)
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The flow impedance in the reservoir is (9) [2]:

IR =
Pinj − Ppro

q
(9)

2.3. Domain, Grid and Parameters

For the vertical well systems, the horizontal dimensions are 500 × 500 m and the
thickness is 500 m for the simulated domain. We have used the reservoir domain of the
same size in order to be convenient for comparison and analyzation. For the simulated
domain of 500 × 500 × 500 m dimensions, it is evenly divided into 20 gridblocks in the
horizontal dimensions, and the width of each gridblock is 25 m; it is evenly divided into
20 gridblocks in the vertical dimension, and the height of each gridblock is also 25 m. Thus
there are total 20 × 20 × 20 = 8000 gridblocks for the simulated domain of the vertical well
system. Figure 3 shows the simulated domain and three-dimensional grid for the vertical
well system. For the horizontal well system, because of the symmetry along the well length,
only 10 m long well interval of the domain is simulated, and the actual simulated domain is
500 × 500 × 10 m. Consequently, the thermal power and electric power of the 1000 m length
is 100 times that of the simulated domain. For the three horizontal well system, there are
total 20 × 1 × 20 = 400 gridblocks for the simulated domain. Figure 4 shows the simulated
domain and two-dimensional grid for the horizontal well system. The reservoir domain is
divided into five continua; the volume fraction of the outmost continuum is 0.02; the other
four continua represent the rock matrix, and their volume fraction is 0.08, 0.2, 0.35 and 0.35
in sequence [37]. After this partition, there are total 8000 × 5 = 40,000 gridblocks for the
vertical well system, and total 400 × 5 = 2000 gridblocks for the horizontal well system.
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The system parameters have significant influence on the heat production perfor-
mance [2]. The property parameters and condition parameters of the geothermal filed are
listed in Table 2 [37], and using the practical reservoir parameters makes the computation
and analyzation more reliable.

Table 2. EGS reservoir properties at well DR3 in the Gonghe Basin geothermal area [37].

Parameter Value

Rock grain density 2650 kg/m3

Rock specific heat 1000 J/(kg·K)
Rock heat conductivity 2.50 W/(m·K)

Fracture system volume fraction 2%
Fracture spacing 50 m

Porosity in fracture system 0.5
Porosity in matrix 1.0 × 10−5

Permeability in fracture system 50 × 10−15 m2

Permeability in matrix 1.0 × 10−18 m2

Injection temperature 60 ◦C (277.221 kJ/kg)
Bottomhole production pressure 24.0 MPa

Productivity index 5.0 × 10−12 m3

2.4. Boundary and Initial Conditions

The initial temperature is 180 ◦C, and the initial pressure is P = −0.0088z+ 3.24(MPa) [37].
The saturated vapor pressure corresponding to 180 ◦C of pure water is 1.00 MPa, far lower
than the bottomhole production pressure of 24.0 MPa, thus the water is maintained as
liquid in the reservoir and well.

3. Results and Discussion
3.1. The Determination of Water Production Rate

The maximum available water production rate of the system can be determined
based on (1) and the production temperature drop. Under the maximum available water
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production rate, the system can achieve maximum electric power and minimum reservoir
impedance [2], and this makes the system performance optimal. Consequently, in this
study the water production rates of the systems all take the maximum water production
rate. The injection pressure Pinj rises with increasing water production rate, while the
production temperature Tpro decreases with increasing water production rate. According
to the principle that the Pinj is lower than the Pmax and the production temperature drop
is lower than 10%, through adjusting the water production rate of every case we can
determine the optimal water production rate of every system [2].

For the vertical well system, in this study the injection perforated interval is located at
the depth of −3200~−3150 m. The coordinate of the midpoint of the injection perforated
interval is z = −3175 m, corresponding to an initial pressure of PW0 = 31.18 MPa, thus the
maximum pressure of the Pinj is Pmax = 1.2 Pw0 = 37.416 MPa, and during the production
period the injection pressure should meet: Pinj < Pmax = 37.416 MPa. The bottomhole pressure
at the production well is maintained unchanged, and the maximum production pressure
drawdown is 3.40 MPa [28]. The production perforated interval is located at the depth
of –2750~−2700 m; the coordinate of the midpoint of the production perforated interval is
z = −2725, corresponding to an initial pressure of 27.22 MPa, thus the available minimum
bottomhole pressure Ppro is (27.22 MPa−3.40 MPa) = 23.82 MPa. For easy computation, in
this study the bottomhole production pressure Ppro is maintained at 24.0 MPa.

For the horizontal well system, the injection well is located at z = −3175 m, corre-
sponding to an initial pressure of PW0 = 31.18 MPa, thus during the production period the
injection pressure should meet: Pinj < Pmax= 1.2PW0 = 37.416 MPa. The production well is
located at z = −2725 m, corresponding to an initial pressure of 27.22 MP.

Table 3 shows the well layout and water production rate of every simulation case,
and Figure 5 shows the change of injection pressure versus time of the three well layouts.
During the production period, the heat in the rock is gradually extracted out, the reservoir
temperature gradually declines, the water viscosity gradually increases and this makes
the injection pressure gradually increasing [2]. According to the principle that during
the production period Pinj < Pmax = 37.416 MPa and the production temperature drop
is lower than 10%, we can determine that for the three vertical well system the water
production rate is 32 kg/s in the simulated domain and the total water production rate is
128 kg/s, corresponding to case 2. For the five vertical well system, the water production
rate is 32.6 kg/s in the simulated domain and the total water production rate is 130.4 kg/s,
corresponding to case 4. For the three horizontal well system, the water production rate
is 1 kg/s, corresponding to case 9. Consequently, for reservoirs of the same size, using
the horizontal well can obtain maximum water production rate, the water production rate
of vertical well system is much lower, and the water production rate of five vertical well
system is higher than that of the three vertical well system. This is because the length
of the perforated interval of the horizontal well is 1000 m, much longer than that of the
vertical well of 50 m, thus the horizontal well system can obtain higher water production
rate under lower injection pressure.

Table 3. The well layout and water production rate corresponding to every simulation case.

Case Number Well Layout Simulated Water Production Rate (kg/s) Total Water Production Rate (kg/s)

1 Three vertical wells 20 80
2 Three vertical wells 32 128
3 Three vertical wells 26 104
4 Five vertical wells 32.6 130.4
5 Five vertical wells 22 88
6 Five vertical wells 28 112
7 Three horizontal wells 0.5 100
8 Three horizontal wells 0.75 150
9 Three horizontal wells 1.0 200
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3.2. The Influence of the Well Layout

For the above determined water production rate, Figure 6 shows the change of pro-
duction temperature versus time under different well layouts. Figure 6 indicates that for
the reservoir of 1000 × 1000 × 500 m size, the production temperature via three vertical
wells gradually declines from 180 to 162 ◦C during the 30 years; the production tempera-
ture via five vertical wells declines from 180 to 176.8 ◦C, and the production temperature
via three horizontal wells declines from 180 to 162.2 ◦C. It can be easily found that the
temperature drops of the three well layouts are all within 10%, and the selected cases
all meet the engineering requirements [2]. The production temperature via five vertical
wells is higher than that via three vertical wells, this is because in the five vertical well
system the distance between the injection well and production well is greater than that in
the three vertical well system, and the reservoir can provide more heat in the same time.
The production temperature via three horizontal wells is in between that via three vertical
wells and five vertical wells, and this shows that there is no significant difference of the
production temperature between the vertical well system and horizontal well system. This
agrees with previous studies from Zeng et al. [13,20].
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In the calculation of the electric power in Equation (4) at Gonghe Basin geothermal
field, the heat rejection temperature is T0 = 4.1 ◦C = 277.25 K [37]. Figure 7 shows the change
of the electric power versus time under different well layouts. The electric power gradually
declines from 11.13 to 8.81 MW via three vertical wells, and it declines from 11.33 MW to
10.92 MW during the 30 years via five vertical wells. The electric power gradually declines
from 17.36 to 13.79 MW via three horizontal wells during the 30 years. Figure 7 shows
that for reservoirs of the same size of 1000 × 1000 × 500 m, the electric power via three
horizontal wells is higher than that via five vertical wells, and the electric power via five
vertical wells is higher than that via three vertical wells. Based on Equation (4), main factors
influencing the electric power is water production rate q and the production temperature
Tpro. As stated above, because the sequence of water production rate is three horizontal
wells > five vertical wells > three vertical wells, the production temperature difference is
very small, thus the electric power is mainly determined by the water production rate, and
the three horizontal well system obtains highest electric power and the three vertical well
system obtains lowest electric power.
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In the calculations of energy efficiency in this study, the water density ρ in Equations (5)–(8)
changes with water pressure and temperature. In previous studies from Zeng et al., the
average value of ρ is adopted to perform the calculations in Equations (5)–(8), and the results
can meet the precision requirements [2,13–15,19–22]. Under above three reference cases, the
maximum value of the ρ is 1000 kg/m3, the minimum value of the ρ is 900 kg/m3, thus in
this work the average value of ρ is 950 kg/m3 and this value is used for Equations (5)–(8). In
this study h1 = 3175.0 m, h2 = 2725.0 m, thus h1–h2 = 450 m. Figure 8 shows the change
of the energy efficiency versus time under different well layouts. We can find that for the
three vertical well system, the energy efficiency declines from 14.15 to 5.66 during the
30 years; for the five vertical well system, the energy efficiency declines from 14.06 to 6.88
during the 30 years; for the three horizontal well system, the energy efficiency gradually
declines from 66.49 to 22.72 during the 30 years. According to equation (8), because the
Tpro gradually declines, the Pinj gradually increases, thus the system energy efficiency
gradually decreases [2], and the energy efficiency has no connection with water production
rate q. Because the injection pressure of horizontal well system is far lower than that of
vertical well system, the energy efficiency of horizontal well system is far higher than that
of vertical well system. There is no significant difference of the energy efficiency between
the three vertical well system and five vertical well system, because the Tpro and Pinj of
both systems are very close.
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Figure 9 shows the change of reservoir impedance versus time under different well
layouts. We can find that for the three vertical well system, the reservoir impedance gradu-
ally increases from 0.138 MPa/(kg/s) to 0.210 MPa/(kg/s) during the 30 years; for the five
vertical well system, the reservoir impedance gradually increases from 0.273 MPa/(kg/s)
to 0.412 MPa/(kg/s) during the 30 years; for the three horizontal well system, the reservoir
impedance gradually increases from 0.052 MPa/(kg/s) to 0.065 MPa/(kg/s) during the
30 years. Garnish et al. have proposed that IR should be lower than 0.1 MPa/(kg/s)
during the production period, while Evans thought the limit value of IR can be enlarged to
0.2 MPa/(kg/s) [2]. We can find that the reservoir impedance via three horizontal wells
is lowest, and it can strictly meet the engineering requirement; the reservoir impedance
via five vertical wells is highest. Because the perforation length of the horizontal well is
much longer, this makes the water production rate much higher and injection pressure
much lower, thus based on Equation (9) the horizontal well system can obtain lower
reservoir impedance, and this is also biggest advantage of developing horizontal well
technology [13,20]. For the three vertical well system and five vertical well system, there
is no significant difference of the injection pressure; because the distance between the
injection well and production well in the five vertical well system is much longer than that
in the three vertical well system, the reservoir impedance via five vertical wells is much
higher than that via three vertical wells.
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3.3. Sensitivity Analysis

Based on the three base cases of above three well layouts, we further analyzed the
influence of three important parameters on the system electricity generation performance:
well spacing (WS), fracture spacing (D) and fracture permeability (K). Based on the base
cases, we only changed one parameter to investigate its influence on the system perfor-
mance, and these includes: (1) decreasing the WS from 500 to 400 m; (2) increasing the
D from 50 to 75 m; (3) increasing the K from 50 mD to 75 mD. Figures 10–12 show the
sensitivity of electric power, energy efficiency and reservoir impedance to well spacing,
fracture spacing and fracture permeability, respectively.
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3.3.1. Sensitivity to Well Spacing

Figure 10 shows that for the three vertical well system, decreasing well spacing from
500 to 400 m results in a drop of the electric power from 11.13~8.81 MW to 11.13~6.89 MW.
For the five vertical well system and three horizontal well system, the decrease of well
spacing also causes the drop of the electric power. This is mainly because lower well
spacing obviously decreases the production temperature Tpro and production specific
enthalpy hpro, and this significantly decreases the electric power according to Equation (4).
This shows that well spacing is an important controlling parameter for EGS power station
design; for a given water production rate and injection temperature, the well spacing
will significantly influence the electric power. Figure 11 shows that for the three vertical
well system, decreasing well spacing from 500 to 400 m results in a drop of the energy
efficiency from 14.15~5.66 to 14.15~4.26. It is the same for the five vertical well system
and the three horizontal well system, the decrease of well spacing also causes drop of
the energy efficiency. This is mainly because the decrease of well spacing significantly
decreases the production temperature Tpro and production specific enthalpy hpro, and this
will obviously reduce the energy efficiency according to Equation (8). Figure 12 shows
for the three vertical well system, decreasing the well spacing from 500 to 400 m has only
very slight influence on the reservoir impedance. The five vertical well system and the
three horizontal well system are the same, as the decrease of well spacing only causes
very limited affect on the reservoir impedance. This proves that the well spacing is not a
main factor affecting the reservoir impedance. Overall, the well spacing has a significant
influence on the system production performance; within a certain range, decreasing well
spacing will reduce the electric power, reduce the energy efficiency and have only very
slight influence on the reservoir impedance.

3.3.2. Sensitivity to Fracture Spacing

Figure 10 shows that for three vertical well system, increasing the fracture spacing from
50 to 75 m results in a drop of the electric power from 11.13~8.81 MW to 11.13~8.25 MW.
It is the same for the five vertical well system and the three horizontal well system, the
increase of the fracture spacing also causes a decrease in the electric power. This is mainly
because higher fracture spacing reduces the heat transfer area between the fractured rock
and circulating water, and this will cause a reduction of thermal power and electric power
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according to the computational formula of heat transfer. Figure 11 shows that for the three
vertical well system, increasing the fracture spacing from 50 to 75 m results in a drop of
the energy efficiency from 14.15~5.66 to 14.15~4.26. It is the same for the five vertical
well system and the three horizontal well system, the increase of the fracture spacing also
causes the reduction of the energy efficiency. This is mainly because the increase of fracture
spacing obviously reduces the electric power, while it has only very slight influence on
the injection pressure Pinj, this will obviously reduce the energy efficiency according to
Equation (8). Figure 12 shows that for three vertical well system, increasing fracture spacing
from 50 to 75 m has only very slight affect on the reservoir impedance. It is the same for the
five vertical well system and the three horizontal well system, the increase of the fracture
spacing also causes only very slight influence on the reservoir impedance. This is mainly
because the reservoir impedance is mainly determined by water viscosity, the change of
fracture spacing does not effectively influence the water viscosity, thus it has only very
slight influence on the reservoir impedance. Overall, the fracture spacing has a significant
influence on the production performance; within a certain range, increasing the fracture
spacing will reduce the electric power, reduce the energy efficiency, and have only very
slight affect on the reservoir impedance.

3.3.3. Sensitivity to Fracture Permeability

Figure 10 shows that for the three vertical well system, five vertical well system and
three horizontal well system, increasing the fracture permeability from 50 to 75 mD has only
very slight influence on the electric power. This is mainly because the fracture permeability
has only very slight influence on the production temperature Tpro and production specific
enthalpy hpro within a certain range, thus it only has very slight effect on the electric power.
This demonstrates that to control the system electric power we must adjust the well spacing
and fracture spacing; within a certain range the change of fracture permeability has only
very slight effect on the electric power. Figure 11 shows that increasing fracture permeability
from 50 to 75 mD results in an increase of the energy efficiency from 14.15~5.66 to 15.66~8.41.
It is the same for the five vertical well system and the three horizontal well system, the
increase of the fracture permeability also causes the increase of the energy efficiency. This
is mainly because the increase of fracture permeability obviously reduce the injection
pressure Pinj, while it has only very slight effect on the production temperature Tpro and
production specific enthalpy hpro, thus this will obviously improve the system energy
efficiency according to equation (8). Figure 12 shows that for the three vertical well system,
increasing the fracture permeability from 50 to 75 mD results in a drop of the reservoir
impedance from 0.138~0.210 MPa/(kg/s) to 0.131~0.165 MPa/(kg/s). It is the same for
the five vertical well system and the three horizontal well system, as the increase of the
fracture permeability also causes the reduction of reservoir impedance. This is mainly
because higher fracture permeability effectively improves the water transmitting ability
and obviously improves the flowing conditions of the fractures, thus significantly reducing
the reservoir impedance. Overall, the fracture permeability has a significant influence
on the system production performance; within a certain range, increasing the fracture
permeability will improve the energy efficiency, reduce the reservoir impedance, and have
only a very slight effect on the electric power.

3.4. Model Validation

TOUGH2-EOS1 codes employ the integral finite difference method to solve the balance
equations of mass, momentum and energy, and the MINC method is an effective approach
to simulate the water flow and heat transfer in fractured media [52]. The accuracy of
the TOUGH2 codes has been proven by comparison with experiment measurement and
theoretical analysis [52]. Using a reasonable grid and an appropriate model, the calculation
results of TOUGH2 are reliable [2,13–15,52].
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4. Conclusions

In this study we analyzed the influence of well layout on the production performance
of EGS and discussed the main factors affecting the production performance. The following
conclusions are made.

(1) For reservoirs of the same size of 1000 × 1000 × 500 m, the electric power via three
horizon wells is higher than that via five vertical wells, and the electric power via five
vertical wells is higher than that via three vertical wells.

(2) For reservoirs of the same size of 1000 × 1000 × 500 m, because the injection pressure
of the horizontal well system is far lower than that of the vertical well system, the
energy efficiency of the horizontal well system is far higher than that of the vertical
well system. There is no significant difference in the energy efficiency between the
five vertical well system and the three vertical well system.

(3) For reservoirs of the same size of 1000 × 1000 × 500 m, the reservoir impedance of the
three horizontal well system is lowest, that of the five vertical well system is highest
and that of the three vertical well system is in between.

(4) The well spacing has an obvious impact on the system production performance;
within a certain range, decreasing well spacing will reduce the electric power, reduce
the energy efficiency and have only very slight influence on the reservoir impedance.

(5) The fracture spacing has an obvious impact on the production performance; within a
certain range, increasing the fracture spacing will reduce the electric power, reduce
the energy efficiency, and have only very slight effect on the reservoir impedance.

(6) The fracture permeability has an obvious impact on the system production perfor-
mance; within a certain range increasing the fracture permeability will improve the
energy efficiency, reduce the reservoir impedance, and have only very slight effect on
the electric power.
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Nomenclature

g gravity, 9.80 m/s2

h well depth, m
h1 depth of injection well, m
h2 depth of production well, m
hinj injection specific enthalpy, kJ/kg
hpro production specific enthalpy, kJ/kg
IR reservoir impedance, MPa/(kg/s)
k reservoir permeability, m2

kf fracture permeability, m2

km matrix permeability, m2

kx intrinsic permeability along x, m2
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ky intrinsic permeability along y, m2

kz intrinsic permeability along z, m2

P pressure, MPa
Pmax critical pressure, MPa
Pinj injection pressure, MPa
Ppro production pressure, MPa
P0 bottomhole production pressure, MPa
q water production rate, kg/s
Q total water production rate, kg/s
T temperature, ◦C
T0 mean heat rejection temperature, 282.15 K
Tpro production temperature, ◦C
Wp electric power of pump, MW
We electric power, MW
x, y, z cartesian coordinates, m
φ reservoir porosity
η energy efficiency
ηp pump efficiency, 80%
ρ water density, kg/m3
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